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Abstract 

This study examined the influence of tactical and situational variables on offensive 

sequences during elite football matches. A sample of 68 games and 1694 offensive 

sequences from the Spanish La Liga, Italian Serie A, German Bundesliga, English 

Premier League and Champions League were analysed using chi-square and logistic 

regression analyses. Results revealed that counterattacks (OR=1.44; 95% CI: 1.13 to 

1.83; P<0.01) and fast attacks (OR=1.43; 95% CI: 1.11 to 1.85; P<0.01) increased the 

success of an offensive sequence by 40% compared with positional attacks. The chance 

of an offensive sequence ending effectively in games from the Spanish, Italian and 

English Leagues were higher than in the Champions League. Offensive sequences that 

started in the pre-offensive or offensive zones were more successful than those started 

in the defensive zones. An increase of 1 second in the offensive sequence duration and 

an extra pass resulted in a decrease of 2% (OR=0.98; 95% CI: 0.98 to 0.99; P<0.001) 

and 7% (OR=0.93; 95% CI: 0.91 to 0.96; P<0.001), respectively in the probability of its 

success. These findings could assist coaches in designing specific training situations 

that improve the effectiveness of the offensive process. 

 

Keywords: Soccer, notational analysis, match analysis, goal scoring 
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INTRODUCTION 

The number of goals scored in a football match is the most objective measure of 

offensive effectiveness (14) and consequently the link between goal scoring and success 

has received increasing attention (6, 11, 23, 26, 31, 36). The most successful teams in 

the Spanish La Liga, German Bundesliga and English Premier League displayed an 

average of two goals per game compared to lower ranked teams that average only a 

single goal per game (23). To increase a team´s goal scoring probability, coaches and 

scientists have attempted to identify and implement the most effective offensive 

strategies.  

As football is a low scoring sport, general measures of offensive effectiveness such as 

scoring opportunities, shots on goal and final third pitch entries have been proposed as 

good indicators (32). The scientific community has been studying this topic for some 

time now (11, 24, 27). However, more recently, researchers have applied more 

sophisticated statistical procedures to data sets in order to understand the factors 

underlying offensive effectiveness in football. This includes data envelopment analysis 

(34), network analysis (8), temporal-pattern analysis (29) and multiple logistic 

regression (14, 31, 32).  

Studies employing some of these techniques have investigated the effect of playing 

tactics on achieving score-box possession and scoring goals (31-33). Counterattacks 

were found to be the most effective tactic compared to positional attacks, specifically 

when playing against an imbalanced defence. Similarly, Lago-Ballesteros, Lago-Peñas 

and Rey (14) revealed that in the Spanish first division: (1) direct attacks and 

counterattacks were three times more effective than elaborate attacks for producing a 

score-box possession; (2) team possession originating from the middle zones and 

playing against less than six defenders resulted in more success than those started in 
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defensive zones with a balanced defence; (3) when teams were drawing or winning, the 

probability of reaching the box decreased by 43 and 53%, respectively, compared with 

teams that were losing.  

Despite the importance of situational variables to team performance (9, 21, 22), only a 

few papers have comprehensively examined this area (14, 31-33). However, these 

studies only analysed the effectiveness of the offensive process in specific competitions 

(Norwegian and Spanish Leagues). Thus, these findings cannot be generalization to 

other competitions which is a typical limitation within match analysis research (for 

review see Mackenzie and Cushion (22).  

Therefore, these findings should be verified within the strongest domestic European 

competitions that have their own unique tactical philosophy and playing style (1, 2, 5, 7, 

29). Moreover, including additional variables such as the duration of the offensive 

sequences, the number of the passes, in which the behaviour is performed, could 

provide additional insight into team performance.  

Evidence supporting these performance indicators confirms that reaching the score-box 

(14) or scoring a goal (11) increases with both the possession duration and the length of 

the offensive sequence. Nevertheless, some of these studies are now out-dated as they 

analysed World Cup Final matches from the 1990’s (11). In the last 20 years, attacking 

dynamics have evolved considerably in teams playing the UEFA European 

Championships and FIFA World Cup Finals (3). When analysing 45 matches (6971 

attacks) from these competitions, the author found that patterns of play had changed by 

~31% from 1982 to 2010. Additionally, team dynamics were influenced by match status 

(~28%), competition stage (~27%), and game period (~18%). Across the period of 2002 

to 2010, teams ran with the ball less often but produced more passes. Moreover, the 

frequency of attacking actions down the wings increased more than in 1982–2000. 
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Wallace and Norton (35) studied the evolution of World Cup Final games between 1966 

and 2010. The authors concluded that the tempo of the game had quickened as 

evidenced by an increase of 15 and 35% in ball speed and passing rate, respectively. 

These findings could be associated with the style of play employed by different 

countries and cultures across the World. The influence of cultural aspects and strategic-

tactical factors on football performance has not been comprehensively investigated. 

Thus, examining offensive effectiveness in some of the most recognized competitions in 

world could provide much needed information for coaches and scientist to improve 

team preparation. Furthermore, understanding how contextual factors influence 

performance could improve the quality of research in match analysis (22).   

To provide a more contemporary and generalised insight into modern football tactics 

and their associated effectiveness, it’s important to use additional variables such as the 

length of the offensive sequence across multiple modern elite leagues. Therefore, this 

study examined the influence of tactical and situational variables on offensive 

sequences during elite football matches.  

 

METHODS 

A sample of 68 games and 1694 offensive sequences from the Spanish La Liga (n=20 

and 568), Italian Serie A (n=12 and 199), German Bundesliga (n=12 and 328), English 

Premier League (n=12 and 269) and the Champions League (n=12 and 330) were 

analysed. All teams (3 teams from each Football League) were simultaneously playing 

in their domestic League and the European Champions League. The teams selected 

were classified as the top three teams in their league based on final ranking. Only games 

against strong opposition (teams that qualified for European Competitions) were 

selected for further analysis. Matches played in the Spanish La Liga, Italian Serie A, 
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German Bundesliga and the English Premier League during the 2013/14 and 2014/15 

seasons were analysed from video recording. Ethical approval was granted from the 

appropriate institutional ethics committee. 

 

Data Coding System 

Data were analysed using a specific notational system validated by Sarmento et al (28). 

This combined pitch zones and key offensive activities which were subcategorized into: 

(1) type of attack; (2) start of the offensive process (OP); (3) end of the offensive 

process; (4) spatial area of the field (Figure 1) and (5) interactional context in the center 

of the game (Table 1 and Table 2).  

The concept regarding the centre of the game was defined as the zone of the field where 

the ball is and where the cooperation and opposition are more effective in that moment 

(29). According to the categories above, only the sequences that reached the final 

offensive third (zones 10,11,12; Figure 1) were analyzed. 

Two football analysts experienced in match analysis procedures used this specific 

observational instrument tool to analyze offensive sequences. Each analyst had analysed 

>30 football games using this instrument. Inter-observer reliability was assessed using 

two analysts who both coded 200 offensive sequences (corresponding to 11,8% of the 

sample) randomly selected. Intra-observer reliability was completed using the same 

offensive sequences but one analyst repeated these on two occasions (following a four-

week period). 

****Table 1 near here**** 

****Table 2 near here**** 
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Statistical Analysis 

All analyses were performed using statistical software (IBM SPSS, Version 20.0). Intra- 

and inter-observer agreement (Table 3) was quantified using Cohen´s Kappa (Cohen, 

1960). Statistical analysis was implemented in two stages. In the first stage, a chi-square 

analysis was carried out to determine if there was an association between each 

independent variable (playing tactics and situational variables) and the probability of 

producing score-box possessions. In the second stage, a logistic regression analysis was 

performed to examine the independent and interactive effects of all independent 

variables. The statistical model employed used a process called reverse hierarchical 

elimination (13). An alpha value of <0.05 was used for all statistical tests. 

 

****Table 3 near here**** 

 

RESULTS 

A total of 1694 offensive sequences were analysed in the following subsets: (1) 

counterattacks (n=565), fast attacks (n=472) and positional attacks (n=657). There were 

differences in the probability of producing effective offensive sequences for all 

variables except for the main variables “Match Location”, and “Start of the Offensive 

Process” (Table 4).  

There were differences in producing an effective offensive sequence between domestic 

Leagues (La Liga, Serie A, The Premier League) and the Champions League. The 

chance of an offensive sequence ending successfully in La Liga, Serie A and the 

Premier League was 2.22 (95% CI: 1.67 to 2.97; P< 0.001), 2.51 (95% CI: 1.69 to 3.73; 

P<0.001) and 3.01 (95% CI: 2.08 to 4.35; P< 0.001) times higher compared with an 

offensive sequence performed in the Champions League.  
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For the main variable “team possession type”, counterattacks (OR=1.44; 95% CI: 1.13 

to 1.83; P<0.01) and fast attacks (OR=1.43; 95% CI: 1.11 to 1.85; P<0.01) increased 

the probability of success for an offensive sequence by 40% when compared with 

positional attacks. With regards to situational variables, offensive sequences in the 

second half had a 1.29 (95% CI: 1.04 to 1.58; P<0.001) times higher chance of 

becoming successful than sequences performed in the first half.  

When a team was winning by more than 1 goal, they had a 2.62 times (95% CI: 1.05 to 

6.56; P<0.05) higher chance of performing a successful offensive sequence compared 

with teams losing by more than 1 goal. Differences were observed in the odds ratio for 

producing effective offensive sequences according to the interactional context during 

ball recovery.  

The success of an offensive sequence that starts in an interactional context of pressure 

with numerical equality is 2.18 (95% CI: 1.04 to 4.56; P<0.05) times higher than an 

offensive sequence that starts with an absolute numerical superiority. Zonal areas were 

the ball is regained are directly associated with the success of an offensive sequence. An 

offensive sequence that was started in the Pre Offensive or Offensive zones increased its 

success by 1.57 (95% CI: 1.18 to 2.09; P<0.01) and 5.31 (95% CI: 1.21 to 23.19; 

P<0.05) times, when compared with the offensive sequences that start in the defensive 

zone.  

 

****Table 4 near here**** 

 

Differences were observed in the odds ratio for producing effective offensive sequences 

according to the zone and technical activities performed in the final action of the 

offensive sequence. When teams performed a long pass in the final action, the chance of 
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success decreased by 53% (OR=0.47; 95% CI: 0.33 to 0.66; P<0.001) compared to 

when a short/medium pass was performed. In contrast, when the last technical action 

was a cross, the probability of success was 2.81 (95% CI: 2.04 to 3.88; P<0.001) times 

higher compared with a short/medium pass (Table 5).  

 

****Table 5 near here**** 

 

Offensive sequences that end effectively, on average, are shorter and have a lower 

number of passes. The odds ratio’s presented in Table 6 indicate that: (1) an increase of 

1 second in the duration of the offensive sequence causes a decrease of 2% (OR=0.98; 

95% CI: 0.98 to 0.99; P<0.001) in the probability of success; (2) an extra pass results in 

a decrease of 7% (OR=0.93; 95% CI: 0.91 to 0.96; P<0.001) in the probability of 

success of the final outcome. 

 

****Table 6 near here**** 

 

DISCUSSION 

This is the first study to explore the combined effects of tactics and situational factors in 

relation to offensive effectiveness in major European Football leagues. Previous 

research has explored some of these factors in isolation but has typically investigated 

just a single league as opposed to multiple leagues (14, 31-33). Thus, the present study 

provides important insights to coaches and sports scientists as it enables some 

generalisation to occur and be applied throughout elite leagues throughout Europe.  

Regarding the differences across leagues, the data demonstrate that the chance of an 

offensive sequence ending effectively is higher in the Spanish, Italian and English 
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Leagues compared with the UEFA Champions League. The specific style of play of 

each distinct league is influenced by a multitude of factors such as culture, philosophy, 

tactics and the skill levels of the players and therefore contributed to our findings.  

Regarding tactics, teams in the Premier League, Serie A and La Liga typically play 

direct, defensive and possession based styles, respectively (29). The traditional long ball 

game that characterizes the style of play of the Premier League produces the more 

effective penetration in the offensive third, that results in a three times higher chance to 

end effectively when compared with the offensives sequences of the Champions 

League. Although the present study controlled for the quality of opposition in each of 

the domestic competitions, the uniform quality of the teams in the Champions League 

could also be a factor responsible for these trends.  

For team possession type, the data revealed differences in the probability of success 

depending on the characteristics of the offensive sequence. Determining the style of 

play that is the most effective has long been debated by researchers in this area (11, 14, 

31, 32). The present data demonstrate that teams employing counterattacks and fast 

attacks increased their probability of success by 40% compared with teams employing 

positional attacks. This finding is in agreement with previous research, but the present 

study used twenty teams from the four major European football leagues, making it 

possible to generalize the data trends as opposed to using data from a single team (14) 

or league (32). 

Regarding situational variables, the location of the match did not influence the 

probability of effectively finishing/completing an offensive sequence. This result was 

unexpected because previous research confirms the tendency for teams that play at 

home to accumulate more goals, shots on goal, crosses, successful passes and dribbles 

(16, 17, 25, 30). However, Lago-Ballesteros, Lago-Peñas and Rey (14) found similar 
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findings using a single Spanish team. On the contrary, match status revealed that when a 

team is winning by more than one goal, the chance of completing an offensive sequence 

with success increases significantly when compared with losing by more than 1 goal. 

This result may relate to teams maintaining ball possession in more defensive zones 

while winning and thus using direct styles of play to reach the opposition’s penalty area 

(12, 15, 19).  

Technical actions associated with regaining ball possession seem to have no influence 

on the outcome of the offensive sequence, but the interactional context in which this 

ball recovery is performed appears to affect offensive sequences. The effectiveness of 

an offensive sequence that starts in an interactional context with a pressured numerical 

equality is 2.3 times higher than an offensive sequence that starts in an absolute 

numerical superiority.  When the team in possession is in absolute numerical superiority 

in the center of the game the opposing teams seems to show a balanced defensive 

organization because they positioned their players behind the “line of the ball” waiting 

for the attacking actions of the opponent team. Facing a pressured numerical equality, 

the defensive team seems to be under an imbalanced organization favoring the 

progression of the offensive team until the areas of greater offensiveness. These 

findings are in line with the results of previous studies (14, 31, 32) and this seems to be 

related to a crucial aspect of modern football that is the capacity of the teams to “invite” 

the opposing teams to developed their offensive game through specific zones of the 

field, where they can produce favorable contextual conditions to produce an effective 

ball recovery possession, called “invited pressing” (29).  

As stated in previous research (10, 31-33) the present results highlight the importance of 

regaining ball possession in more offensive zones in order to increase the effectiveness 

of the offensive sequences. The observed differences according to the technical 
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behavior performed before the finalization of the offensive sequence emphasize that 

long passes reduce the effectiveness of the offensive sequence by 53% relative to a short 

or medium pass. Despite being a technical action that can cause disruptions in the 

opposing defensive structure, the long pass is a difficult technical skill to perform 

perfectly. Moreover, while the ball is in flight the opposing team has some time to 

organize their defensive structure making it difficult for the attacking players to receive 

the ball (29).  

When the last technical action was a cross, the probability of success was 2.8 times 

higher when compared to using a short or medium pass. Previous research has found 

that crosses are a variable that discriminates between winning and losing teams (17, 18, 

20) Nevertheless in the present study, when performed before the last action, crosses 

appear to be associated with the final efficacy of the offensive sequence. This is a 

potential reason that might explain the differences between the present findings and 

those studies that collected data from one single competition. The few studies that 

collected data in a sequential way, found positive associations between crosses and the 

number of goals scored and shot on goal (29).  

Multiple regression analysis revealed that short possessions were more effective than 

longer possessions. Specifically, an extra pass causes a decrease of 7% in the 

probability of success of the offensive sequence, and increasing the possession duration 

by a single second results in a decrease of 2% in the probability of success of the 

offensive sequence. These findings are both supported (4, 11, 27) and contested (14, 31, 

32) in the literature. The different definitions used within each study make it difficult to 

compare the findings. However, it should be noted that short possessions, characterized 

by their reduced number of passes and small duration, started in more offensive zones in 

favorable interactional contexts that appear to be more effective. In accordance with 
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previous findings, our results also showed that fast attacks and counterattacks were 

more effective than positional attacks regarding the effectiveness of offensive 

sequences.  

Additionally, the recovery of ball possession in more offensive areas and the 

development of short sequences (in terms of duration and number of passes) appear to 

be related to more success of the offensive process. Although a significant number of 

variables (style of play, the duration of the offensive sequences, the number of passes, 

the type/direction of the passes, the velocity of the ball or the influence of the situational 

variables) seem to impact performance, the big challenge is to overcome the obstacles 

that a team finds whilst attacking in the most effective way based on its players/tactics.  

A potential limitation of the present study is that we only analyzed games against strong 

opposition. This methodological approach enables a more complete comparison to 

occur between games in the domestic competitions and the Champions League. 

Although this study failed to quantify the influence of important situational variables on 

offensive effectiveness (e.g., quality of opposition and 15 min periods of match-play to 

investigate evolving score lines). Future investigations are merited in this area and 

would provide additional insight to coaches in the game. 

Nevertheless, recognizing that football is influenced by both social and cultural factors, 

this study is unique as it quantifies offensive effectiveness in all major European 

competitions. Additionally, other important contextual variables (match location, match 

status, match half) where also analysed, overcoming some of the traditional limitations 

of match analysis research, that typically investigates single competitions without 

acknowledging these variables (22). 

In summary, the data demonstrate some relevant findings about the success of offensive 

sequences. This data could provide valuable information for coaches to design specific 
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training situations that can improve the effectiveness of the offensive process. These 

situations should include: (1) regaining possession in more offensive zones through 

pressing; (2) regaining possession in an interactional context of numerical equality; (3) 

winning a second ball after a long pass (4) using short/medium distance passing; (5) 

utilizing crossing as the preferable technique before the finalization of the offensive 

sequence; (6) offensive sequences that are short and sharp (quick with a low number of 

passes). 
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Figure Legend:  

 

Figure 1. Offensive and defensive playing zones. 
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Table 1. Descriptions of variables and definitions of category used in the team match performance 

analysis (Competition, Team possession type, match half, match location and match status) 

 

Variables and categories  

Competition 

Spanish La Liga – Game of the first Spanish Professional League 

Italian Serie A – Game of the first Italian Professional League 

German Bundesliga - Game of the first German Professional League 

English Premier League - Game of the first English Professional League 

European Champions League - Game of the European Champions League 

Team possession type 

Counterattack - Starts by winning the ball in play and progresses by either (a) utilizing or attempting 
to utilize a degree of imbalance from start to the end. Long passes are used in depth. Circulation of the 
ball takes place more in depth than in width. Reduced number of passes (equal to or less than 5). Quick 
transition from the zone where the ball is recovered to the finishing zone. Reduced time of the 
offensive sequence (less than 12 seconds). Reduced number of players intervening directly on the ball 
(usually, equal to or less than 4). 

Fast attack - Circulation of the ball is performed in width and depth with short and quick passes. 
Reduced number of passes (maximum of 7). The sequence time has a maximum of 18 seconds. Players 
that have a direct intervention in the offensive sequence are 6 in maximum.  

Positional attack - Starts by winning the ball in play and progresses without utilizing or attempting to 
utilize a degree of imbalance. Circulation of the ball is performed more width than in depth, 
predominantly with short passes. High number of passes (more than 7). The offensive sequence has 
duration higher than 18 seconds. Players that have a direct intervention in the offensive sequence are 
more than 6 (Castelo, 2009; Sarmento et al., 2010; Tenga, Holme, et al., 2010a).  

Match Half 

1st Half - Game time from the referee's whistle to the beginning of the first half to the whistle of the 
whistle to the end of this part. 

2nd Half - Game time from the referee's whistle to the beginning of the second half to the whistle of the 
whistle to the end of this part. 

Match location 

Home  - The game is played in the observed team's own stadium. 

Away - The game is played at the opposing team's stadium. 

Match Status 

Winning > 1 goal – The observed team has at least two more goals scored than the opponent. 

Winning by 1 goal - The observed team has one more goal scored than the opponent. 

Drawing - The observed team has the same number of goals scored as the opponent. 

Losing by 1 goal – The observed team has one less goal scored than the opponent team. 

Losing  > 1 goal - The observed team has at least two less goals scored than the opponent. 
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Table 2. Descriptions of variables and definitions of category used in the team match performance 

analysis (Start and development of the offensive process, Interaction context, effectiveness and zone of 

the pitch) 

Variables and categories 

Start of the offensive process 

Recovery Ball Possession (RBP) by:  

(1) Interception - The offensive process starts by the interception of an opponent pass or shot, without 
interruption of the game. It is also interception when the opponent makes a wrong pass to the empty 
space; 

(2) Disarming - The offensive process begins through the action of the player of the observed team 
that recovers the ball through a direct confrontation with his opponent who tries to maintain the 
possession of the ball, without there being interruption of the game. 

(3) Goalkeeper action - The offensive process starts by the recovery of ball possession by the 
goalkeeper (eg., catching the ball after a crossing or a shooting, etc.). 

(4) Regulamentar interruption - The offensive process starts after an interruption due the laws of the 
game, i.e., balls recovered through fouls, throw-in, goal kicks, offside, etc.(Castelo, 2009; Sarmento et 
al., 2010) 

Development of the offensive process 

Development by:  

(1) Short/Medium pass - Whenever the player in possession of the ball performed a short pass (pass 
within the same topographic zone or one of the contiguous zones – see Figure 1) to one of the 
teammates in order to continue the offensive process. 

(2) Long pass - Whenever the player in possession of the ball performed a long pass (pass that crosses 
two contiguous zones and is played in a third zone – see Figure 1) to one of the teammates with the 
intention of giving continuity of the offensive process. 

(3) Dribble - The player in possession of the ball seeks to overtake his direct opponent(s), maintain 
possession of the ball or gain position or space over the direct opponent for other motor action. 

(4) Cross - The player located in one of the lateral corridors and in the offensive midfield sends the ball 
to the central zone of the pitch, either on an aerial trajectory or near the ground (Barreira, 2006; 
Sarmento et al., 2010) 

Interaction Context 

Relative numerical inferiority - The observed team as one or two less players than the opponent team 
in the centre of the game (e.g, 1 vs 2, 2 vs 3); 

Absolute numerical inferiority - The observed team has 3 or less players in the centre of the game 
(e.g., 1 vs 4, 2 vs 5); 

Pressured numerical equality - The observed team has the same number of players in the defensive 
midfielder, or; in the offensive midfielder sector, the player in possession of the ball is standing with 
his back to the opponent goal with an opponent player in contention and doesn´t have pass lines to 
areas of greater offensiveness; 

Not pressured numerical equality - In the Pre offensive zone, the observed team has the same number 
of players in the centre of the game, and the players in possession is standing with is back to the 
opponent goal but with pass lines of greater offensiveness; or, in the offensive zone, the observed team 
has the same number of players in the centre of the game; 

Relative numerical superiority - The observed team as one or two more players than the opponent 
team in the centre of the game (e.g, 2 vs 1, 3 vs 1); 

Absolute numerical superiority - The observed team has 3 or more players in the centre of the game 
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(e.g., 4 vs 1, 5 vs 2) (Barreira, 2006). 

Effectiveness 

With effectiveness - Shot with goal scored, shot to the goal, shot defended by Goalkeeper, Shot out, 
shot against opponent, direct free kick, corner, penalty 

Without effectiveness - Recovery of ball possession by the opponent, ball out, end due the violation of 
the rules of the game  (Sarmento et al., 2010). 

Zone of the Pitch (see Figure 1) 

Defensive - Zone 1, 2 and 3 

Pre defensive - Zone 4, 5 and 6 

Pre offensive - Zone 7, 8 and 9 

Offensive - Zone 10, 11 and 12 
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Table 3. Kappa Values for intra- and inter-observer reliability. 

 Intra-observer Inter-observer 

Variable Kappa CI (95%) Kappa CI (95%) 

Team possession type 0.98 0.96;0.99 0.95 0.93;0.97 

Start of the offensive process 0.96 0.94;0.98 0.89 0.87;0.92 

Development of the offensive process 0.92 0.91;0.94 0.89 0.88;0.92 

Interaction context 0.93 0.92;0.95 0.87 0.86;0.89 

Zone of the pitch 0.99 0.98;0.99 0.99 0.98;0.99 

Effectiveness 0.98 0.97;0.99 0.97 0.95;0.98 

Duration 0.96 0.94;0.98 0.90 0.86;0.94 
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Table 4. Differences in possession outcome according to playing tactics, situational variables, technical 

action, interaction context and zone where the ball is recovered. 

Variable 
Without 

effectiveness 

n (%) 

With 
effectiveness 

n (%) 

Odds Ratio 
CI (95%) 

Odds Ratio 

 

P 

Competition 
     

La Liga (Spain) 144(27.1) 424(36.5) 2.22 1.67;2.97 <0.001 

Serie A (Italy) 46(8.6) 153(13.2) 2.51 1.69;3.73 <0.001 

Premier League (England) 54(10.2) 215(18.5) 3.01 2.08;4.35 <0.001 

Bundesliga (Germany) 146(27.4) 182(15.7) 0.64 0.69;1.28 0.942 

Champions League 142(26.7) 188(16.2) 1†   

Half 
     

1st Half 314(59.0) 614(52.8) 1†   

2nd Half 218(41.0) 548(47.2) 1.29 1.04;1.58 <0.001 

Match Location 
     

Home 261(49.1) 579(49.8)    

Away 271(50.9) 583(50.2) 1.03 0.84;1.27 0.769 

Match Status 
     

Winning > 1 goal 51(9.6) 178(15.3) 2.62 1.05;6.56 <0.05 

Winning by 1 goal 95(17.9) 241(20.7) 1.90 0.77;4.66 0.160 

Drawing  299(56.3) 579(49.8) 1.45 0.61;3.49 0.403 

Losing by 1 goal 77(14.5) 152(13.1) 1.48 0.59;3.67 0.396 

Losing  > 1 goal 9(1.7) 12(1.0) 1†   

Team possession type 
     

Counterattack 160(30.1) 405(34.9) 1.44 1.13;1.83 <0.01 

Fast attack 134(25.2) 338(29.1) 1.43 1.11;1.85 <0.01 

Positional attack 238(44.7) 419(36.1) 1†   

Start of the Offensive process 
     

RBP by interception  229(43.0) 535(46.0) 1.24 0.97;1.58 0.089 

RBP by disarming 104(19.5) 243(20.9) 1.24 0.92;1.66 0.163 

RBP by goalkeeper action 34(6.4) 72(6.2) 1.12 0.72;1.76 0.621 

RBP by regulamentar interruption 165(31.0) 312(26.9) 1†   

Interaction context in the start of the OP 
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Relative numerical inferiority  33(6.2) 95(8.2) 1.96 0.91;4.22 0.085 

Pressured numerical equality  45(8.5) 144(12.4) 2.18 1.04;4.56 <0.05 

Not pressured numerical equality  79(14.8) 166(14.3) 1.43 0.71;2.91 0.320 

Relative numerical superiority  360(67.7) 735(63.3) 1.39 0.71;2.72 0.332 

Absolute numerical superiority 15(2.8) 22(1.9) 1†   

Starting Zone 
     

Defensive  148(27.8) 251(21.6) 1†   

Pre defensive 253(47.6) 550(47.3) 1.28 0.99;1.65 0.053 

Pre offensive 129(24.2) 343(29.5) 1.57 1.18;2.09 <0.01 

Offensive 2 (0.4) 18(1.5) 5.31 1.21;23.19 <0.05 
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Table 5. Differences in possession outcome according the technical action, interaction context and zone 

where performed the last action before the end of the offensive sequence. 

 Without 
effectiveness 

n (%) 

With 
effectiveness 

n (%) 

Odds Ratio 
CI (95%) 

Odds Ratio 

 

P 

Last Pass (Technical action) 
     

Development by Short/Medium pass 407(76.5) 800(69.3) 1†   

Development by long pass 73(13.7) 67(5.8) 0.47 0.33;0.66 <0.001 

Development by dribble 0(0.2) 5(0.4) 2.54 0.29;21.85 0.395 

Development by cross 51(9.6) 282(24.4) 2.81 2.04;3.88 <0.001 

Last Interaction context 
     

Relative numerical inferiority 218(41.0) 498(43.0) 1.14 0.21;6.28 0.879 

Absolute numerical inferiority 7(1.3) 8(0.7) 0.57 0.08;4.13 0.579 

Pressured numerical equality 29(5.5) 51(4.4) 0.88 0.15;5.09 0.886 

Not pressured numerical equality 204(38.3) 441(38.1) 1.08 0.19;5.95 0.929 

Relative numerical superiority  72(13.5) 157(13.5) 1.09 0.19;6.09 0.922 

Absolute numerical superiority 2 (0.4) 4(0.3) 1†   

Last Zone 
     

Defensive 5(0.9) 11(0.9) 1†   

Pre defensive 112(21.1) 114(9.8) 0.46 0.16;1.37 0.165 

Pre offensive 283(53.2) 558(48.1) 0.89 0.31;2.60 0.840 

Offensive 132(24.8) 476(41.1) 1.64 0.56;4.80 0.367 
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Table 6. Differences in possession outcome according the duration and total of passes. 

 Without 
effectiveness 

n (%) 

With 
effectiveness 

n (%) 

Odds Ratio 
CI (95%) 

Odds Ratio 

 

P 

      

Duration 19.75 (12.40) 17.59 (10.74) 0.98 0.98;0.99 <0.001 

Total of passes 5.54 (3.86) 4.63 (3.33) 0.93 0.91;0.96 <0.001 
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